CLUTCHES FOR YOU AND YOUR BIKE

No matter what bike you have – sport, street, off-road, cross or touring – you will find the perfect fit in our new clutch program.

The SBS clutches are available in different qualities and you can easily select the right products in our new clutch catalogue or online at sbs.dk.

The clutches are developed to match a wide range of models from the 70s and up to now. They’ll give you the performance, lifetime and comfort that you need to GO AHEAD.

Choose between:
// STANDARD FRICTION CLUTCH KITS
// UPGRADE FRICTION CLUTCH KITS
// STEEL DISC KITS
// STANDARD SINGLE DISC DRY CLUTCH
// UPGRADE SINGLE DISC DRY CLUTCH
CLUTCH FRICITION DISCS

STANDARD
// OE Replacement
// Made from the latest generation of organic friction materials.
// Same quality and durability as the OE clutch discs
// High resistance to stress and overheating

UPGRADE
// Made from carbon/paper materials
// Perfect choice for high performance bikes.
// High reliability under heavy use on roads and race tracks
STEEL DISCS

STANDARD/UPGRADE

// OE replacement
// All dimensions and thicknesses are the same as the original
// The same steel disc are used in both standard and upgrade friction clutches
// Made from special wear- and deformation-resistant steel
SINGLE DISC DRY CLUTCH

STANDARD

// OE Replacement
// Organic friction materials
// Designed to meet the same specifications as the factory mounted dry clutches

UPGRADE

// Made from Para-aramid synthetic fibers
// Oil resistant
// Heat resistant
// Higher durability
// Higher friction coefficient
// Will not be damaged by overheating or if covered with oil
// Withstands a very high torque
EASY SELECTION
HIGH AVAILABILITY

Choose between a wide range of high quality clutch kits specially made to fit almost any bike.

You can easily select the right clutch kit for your bike in our catalogue or online at sbs.dk.

The SBS clutch kit range is available in most of Europe together with the well-known SBS brake pads and brake discs.
YOUR BRAKE SPECIALIST

SBS offers you a wide range of brake products.

- Clutch kits
- Brake pads
- Brake discs
- Brake shoes
- Brake pins

Choose the right products for you and your bike at sbs.dk
At SBS, we develop and manufacture hi-tech brake solutions. Our ranges of brake pads, clutch kits, brake discs, brake shoes and other important parts cover all relevant motorcycles, scooters and ATV/UTVs on the market, regardless of brand and model. SBS is your single source for brake parts and components.

We are a global market leader within brakes for powered two-wheelers. Our R&D department continuously innovates with new materials and technologies to achieve ultimate performance, longer lifetime, higher comfort and more eco-friendly products.

Our products are tested in reality. Dynamometer testing is supplemented with numerous street and race track tests. We work together with some of the world’s best road racing and motocross riders, when they race towards podium positions.

We create the power to stop you. Made in Europe. You decide where and how to use it.

Go Ahead!